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	First Name: Alissa
	Last Name: White
	Title: Graduate Student
	Organization  Company: University of Arizona
	Cell Phone: 252-572-6249
	Email: alissawhite@email.arizona.edu
	Title 12 words max: Hydrologic and environmental controls on uranium-series and strontium isotopes in a natural environment
	Summary 25 words max for the program booklet: This work seeks to understand 
	1: how uranium-series and strontium isotope signatures evolve in surface water, groundwater, 
	2: and solid cores in a natural volcanic environment.
	bio: Alissa White is from North Carolina where she earned her Bachelor of Science in Earth and Ocean Sciences from Duke University in 2011. After working as a lab and field technician at a Duke University hydrogeology lab after undergrad, she traded the coasts of Carolina for rock climbing and hiking in the deserts of Arizona. She earned her Master of Science in Hydrology and Water Resources from the University of Arizona in 2013 and is now a hydrology PhD student there. She is working with Drs. Jennifer McIntosh and Jon Chorover as part of the NSF funded Critical Zone Observatory project.
	Abstract: In the Jemez River Basin Critical Zone Observatory (JRB-CZO) in a remote NM headwater catchment, stable water isotopes and solute chemistry have shown that snowmelt infiltrates and is stored before later discharging into springs and streams via subsurface flowpaths that vary seasonally. Therefore, water-rock interactions are expected to also change with season as water passes through different biogeochemical conditions, rock types, and porous structures along variable hydrologic flowpaths. Uranium-series isotopes have recently been shown to be a novel tracer of water-rock reactions and source water contributions; therefore, this study seeks to understand how U isotope signatures evolve in surface water, groundwater, and solid cores in a natural volcanic environment. More specifically, this work examines the relationship between seasonality, water transit time (WTT), variable lithology, and U-series and Sr isotopes in several catchments within the JRB-CZO to inform hydrologic flowpaths.   Samples from ten springs, for which WTT are already known, were collected and analyzed for U and Sr isotopes to determine the effect of WTT on the isotopic composition of natural waters. Preliminary results suggest that WTT does not explain the variability of U and Sr isotope composition in springs throughout the JRB-CZO. Stream samples were also collected across two water years to establish how seasonality controls surface water isotopic composition. U and Sr isotope values vary with season; however, those changes are not consistent between catchments suggesting that differences in the mineralogy and structure of the deep subsurface, and partitioning of water along deep versus surficial flow paths, likely also control isotopic variability. Ongoing work investigating the distribution of U-series isotopes in solid phase drilling core samples show distinct weathering profiles with depth beneath the surface that are expected to impact the isotopic signature of groundwater from different aquifers. Such data will be vital for the characterization of hydrogeologic controls on isotopic composition in this complex lithologic terrain.


